
The new standard in boiling water taps



Free up time for joyous dinner parties or a well-

deserved cup of hot brew. With a Vito filtered 

boiling water system you can streamline your 

routines and put more focus on what truly 

matters in life. Your wishes and dreams, your 

Kitchen tasks are much easier and more hygienic 

when you have a Vito filtered boiling water 

tap with touch free infrared sensor function.  

For boiling water we design-in a two-step 

verification system, so it’s safe for everyone.  

You can turn the tap on, off by making just one 

slight hand movement without ever having to  

available space, and what style you like – there 

are many things that will affect your choice 

of Vito. Lucky then, that there is such a wide 

range to choose from and a solution for every 

taste.

touch the mixer tube! It’s as simple as waving “hi”.  

But what happens if your hands move near the  

sink? We placed the sensors along its side so 

that they wouldn’t be activated every time our 

fingers went past the tap while washing dishes 

or doing other kitchen work. This benefits the 

usability and looks good too.

Vito
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Just wave “Hi”
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Just wave “Hi” - 

Touch Free Sensor to activate the 

system and two-step verification 

for boiling. 

Functionality meets feeling - 

LED Touch Panel from where you can pre-set 

the Child-Safety Function, Boiling Water Volume 

and Handsfree Cold-Hot Feature.

Quality down to the last detail - 

Bring a feeling of new age to your kitchen 

with the modern style of our Vito.

Choose your style - 

Explore different options and 

combine these with different 

tap finishes.

Efficient and Sustainable - 

Always get the right amount of water 

and the titanium heater has minimal 

heat loss.

Smooth Flow Technology - 

Vito delivers filtered boiling 

water without spluttering.

Unique B- SAFE+ system -

Safe to use by everyone 

in the family.



Vito, one of a kind
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Just Wave “Hi” - Touch Free Sensor to activate the system.

The Vito sensor filtered boiling water tap allows you to turn 

the water on and off with a single hand movement. It will 

automatically turn itself off after thirty seconds, so you can 

enjoy this practical feature without wasting water. The tap’s 

sensor function for ambient water is simple, hygienic and 

practical – perfect when you just want to fill a glass with 

water or rinse off your hands while cooking! 

For boiling water we developed an extra two-step safety 

verification system called; B-SAFE+.

Smooth Flow Technology - Vito delivers filtered

boiling water without spluttering.

The Vito is equipped with a unique smooth flow

technique, which ensures that boiling water never

comes out of the tap already spluttering. An extra 

safety feature we design-in to all of our taps.

B-SAFE+ system - The unique safety system you can 

adapt to every stage of life. 

Small children in the house? Then set the highest safety 

level. Single or living together? Then set the lowest 

safety level to increase convenience. With Vito, safety 

comes first and, thanks to B-SAFE+ technology, we 

prevent anyone from accidentally activating the boiling 

water function. The tap is also equipped with an  

insulated spout so it stays cool during use.
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Functionality meets feeling - LED Touch Panel from 

where you can pre-set the Child-Safety Function, 

Boiling Water Volume and Hybrid Handsfree Cold-Hot 

Feature. 

The electronic control panel, located on the left of the 

tap, has three features: 

1. B-SAFE+  / Boiling Water Safety Feature

2. Pre-set Boiling Water Volume Feature  

3.  Hybrid Ambient / Handsfree Cold-Hot Water Feature 

All three features use smart LED technology and an 

infrared sensor, ensuring ultimate usability and safety.

Instant boiling water from the tap - No more waiting

for boiling water. 

Vito delivers filtered boiling water without spluttering.

You no longer have to wait for the water to boil.  

With Vito you can easily and quickly fill a tea glass  

or a large pan. You get the right amount of water  

immediately and avoid wasting water at the same time.Efficient and Sustainable - Always get the right 

amount of water and the titanium heater has 

minimal heat loss.

With the Vito filtered boiling water system you will 

always get the right amount of water. The heaters 

are very energy efficient and use less power than 

its market competitors. The titanium water heater 

is full of instant boiling water and has minimal heat 

loss due to the very good insulation.

Let your personality show - Explore different 

options and combine these with one of three 

different tap finishes. 

There is an Vito sensor filtered boiling water tap for 

every taste. With the flexible boiling system as your 

base, you can explore different options and combine 

these with one of three different tap finishes. 

Quality down to the last detail - Bring a feeling of 

new age to your kitchen with the modern style of 

our Vito.

It has a solid Stainless Steel frame and smooth 

edges, and is designed with lots of attention to 

detail. Built using our user-friendly design method, 

the electronic control panel is spacious, and able to 

handle years of wear and tear. 



Vito Instant Filtered Boiling Water

• Vito’s heater provides great flexibility and great 

performance. Choose from two heater sizes to 

suit your demand.

• Our heaters can provide you with high capacity 

instant boiling water. So, at peak moments you’ll 

never run out. 

 

• Hotspot Titanium gives you a 20-year warranty 

on the titanium tank.

• The water is stored in a highly insulated  

titanium tank. 

• Our Titanium is highly corrosion resistant, it 

repels calcium limescale and is bio-compatible: 

providing a long-lasting, robust and sustainable 

solution for the boiling water that you consume.

colors

Standard range

Premium range

True
boiling

Chrome

Ancient Bronze

Vitruvius Brass

Stainless steel

Polished Brass

Wiskey Rubbed Brass

Matt black

Polished Copper
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Meet our titanium boiler 
Why titanium? It’s strong, highly resistant to corrosion and, unlike other inferior materials, resists the build-up 

of calcium limescale. What’s more, titanium never passes its properties onto the drinking water as it is a very 

low-level contamination material. The vessel, element, inlet, outlet and temperature sensor-covers are all made 

from titanium. We are the very first instant boiling water appliance with a water containment made completely 

from high-grade titanium, with 20-year ‘no leak’ warranty on the tank for absolute peace of mind.

TECHNICAL DETAILS:
HEATERS:

MEDIUM CAPACITY
4 LITRE

HIGH CAPACITY
8 LITRE

Minimum bar pressure 1 bar 1 bar

Immediate draw off (cups) 20 40

Cups per hour - 167ml 120 140

Dimensions (W x H x D mm) 210 x 325 x 285 210 x 525 x 285

Power / Voltage 2.1 kW 2.1 kW

Standing heat losses 16W 25W

Tank / Element material titanium titanium

Hotmix capability

Water temperature 100°C 100°C

Do you choose an 4 litre or a 8 litre heater?

A 4 litre heater is suitable for an average house-

hold. The 8 litre heater provides twice as much

boiling water. The titanium boiler with 8 litre  

capacity delivers a maximum of 27 litres of  

boiling water per hour, which is comparable to 

140 cups of tea. Ideal for large families or  

company canteens.

COLD-MIX: instant hot water!

Did you know that Hotspot Titanium boilers can 

not only supply boiling water. By adding the  

Cold-Mix accessory, the boiler can also supply  

hot water. Does it take longer than 30 seconds 

for hot water to come out of your tap? Then it  

is worth considering a Cold-Mix accessory  

optional with 8 litre heaters depending on water  

consumption (check out the heater capacities  

to determine which version best suits your  

situation). This can save you a lot of money on 

your water bill.

Optional accessories:

•  Hotspot Titanium – Boiling water filter cartridge

• Hotspot Titanium – Cold water filter 

• Hotspot Titanium – Boiling water extension hose

No corrosion no 
taste influence

Lifetime corrosion 
warranty

Low density and 
high strength

Resistant 
to extreme 

temperature

Extensively used in the 
aviation, automobile and 

aerospace industries

Also used for 
medical purposes

Why titanium?
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Water Filtration 

Benefits:

• Perfect taste thanks to our patented mineral-stabilization technology;

• Easy replacement without turning off the water supply (auto shut-off function);

• Bypass function with seven settings that uses our patented DuoBlend® technology;

• Integrated protection against microbial contamination;

• Very high output combined with maximum improvement of both taste and smell;

• Certified for contact with food.

Our waterfilters are the ideal solution for consistently high quality and great tasting water for all cold and hot 

drinks – mostly in combination with lime scale and corrosion protection. Our filters have up to 5 filtration levels 

– all in one filter cartridge – and 7 bypass levels.

‘Our waterfilters are the ideal 
solution for consistently high 
quality and great tasting water.’

Particle filters*

Specially selected filter fleeces hold back dirt and 

particles, thus providing lasting filter protection 

even when water quality is poor.

 +Particle filters 

Activated carbon*

Thanks to their enormous surface area, 

our activated carbon components are able 

to remove undesired substances such as 

chlorine and organic contaminants and 

they eliminate unpleasant odors. 

We select and combine different 

types of activated carbon to meet each 

application’s specific requirements.

 + Ion exchangers

Ion exchangers

Ion exchangers reduce water 

hardness and thus prevent 

limescale deposits. Depending 

on the type of filter used, partial 

demineralization (decarbonization) 

can also be achieved. In addition, 

ion exchangers reduce toxic heavy 

metals such as lead.

Mineral stabilization

Healthy minerals such as calcium 

and magnesium are partially retained. 

Calcium, which forms limescale, is converted 

into a soluble form by our patented mineral 

stabilization technology in order to prevent 

limescale deposits.

 +Activated carbon 

 +Fine and microplastic filters
 + Mineral stabilization

*Applies to cold water filter. 

Fine and microplastic filters*

Carbon fiber and microfiltration

modules efficiently remove even

the smallest particles and impurities.

At the same time, they form a

second line of defense for holding

back organic contaminants.

Quality comes from within...
Take a look at our complete 
water filtration system
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Warranty
Our products are made with the greatest care. An eye 

for design, quality and sustainability. As a leading company 

in the industry, we guarantee excellent warranty conditions 

on all material or structural defects within the 

warranty period. 

What is covered by your warranty 

The warranty only applies if there are material and/

or structural defects and if the defect is not the 

result of boiling dry, inadequate filtration of too 

hard or too aggressive drinking water or aggressive 

liquids. For more information, you can consult our 

full warranty conditions at: 

https://www.hotspot-titanium.co.uk/service/warranty/

Your support

We offer you support in every area; from your  

order, to installation and far beyond. We rely on  

our products, our employees and our partners to 

provide you with the best possible service and 

support for your Hotspot Titanium. Through all this 

we ensure that you get the best quality water in 

your glass or cup!

Our warranty periods are as follows:

2-year standard warranty

5-year warranty on registered products

20-year leakage warranty on the titanium tank for registered products

5 
YEARS

warranty

2
YEARS

warranty

20
YEARS

warranty
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Want to get your hands on a Vito? 
Contact us right away!

+44 (0)20 3192 1428

salesuk@hotspot-titanium.com

www.hotspot-titanium.co.uk 


